Hospital board

Emerald was a student in her early twenties she was doing a degree in media studies. She was fairly lucky having joined university the year before the government cut all the funding. Emerald didn’t have a free ride exactly but she had a better ride than the first year students. Emerald had borrowed a modest sum from her parents saved money from her student loan and worked a few horrible odd jobs. She had enough money to go on a long holiday for the summer. Emerald had found a package deal round several far eastern country’s. She had spent every night partying and had perhaps spoken to two people who were not holiday reps. She couldn’t even remember which country she was in without checking the schedule.

After a night of partying Emerald woke up, she knew she was in trouble she had passed out now, she woke up on top of a hospital bed she had no choice but to stay there. She had emptied a bottle of the local equivalent of vodka. The previous night was a complete haze she didn’t remember any of it. There was a gentle pounding at the back of her head and her eyes hurt from the light above the bed. She looked around the room there was nothing except the bed not one cheep matchstick of furniture. She tried to get up but her body moved a few inches and she dropped back into the bead. Her body began to remind her of every single pain from the night before. Emerald looked at herself as best she could she was a real state even by her standards.

Emerald had short spiky green hair, she was a brunette under the dye but she liked green. Green went with everything as far as she was concerned, mobile bike you name it she would get it in green if it didn’t come in green it would be covered in green. Emerald had a small waist through a result of much determined exercising. Her waist looked very small in contrast to her large breasts she was a natural having developed early she had just kept growing to the point she found it difficult to get a fitting bra. Emerald had a large bottom it was firm and sexy but large, it helped to balance out her top half. 

Emerald wore ripped jeans dyed green. She had green 4 inch wedge heel boots that went up to her knees. She wore a tight crop top it was also green it left very little to the imagination. Emerald had a nose ring it was a green titanium ring she also had many tattoos they were in various shades of dark green and black. Unfortunately a lot of this was covered up by some unwanted accessories. A brown leather muzzle covered the lower half of her face. A leather sack filled with something spongy uncomfortably filled her mouth and muted any protest. A white straight jacket covered her torso the crotch strap was tight and her arms fitted snugly through a central loop. Her ankles were wrapped in solid leather cuffs spread out to the lower corners of the bead over the top of her boots. Her upper arms were tightly secured to the bed by two more cuffs around the straight jacket. Emerald thought it looked like her holiday was ruined. There was a lot of Emerald she was over six foot 2 a lot of long curvy leg in the boots, she towered over most people at six foot six not that it did much for her on the bed.

Emerald was seen by a young nurse who removed the gag then fed her breakfast and tightly re-gagged her before she could protest. Then a police deputy and a doctor arrived, the doctor spoke some English. The doctor told her in broken English either she went for a psychiatric evaluation or she would go before a judge, who would give her a 2000 dollar fine and six months in a tiny little jail cell complete with the muzzle and straight jacket. Emerald meekly agreed, she was let up from the bed her restraints were retightened and ankle cuffs were added by the police officer then the doctor directed her to another part of the hospital. Down a few badly painted corridors Emerald was led into a second  doctors office next to the main hospital ward. The police officer un-gagged her and waited outside, the second doctor spoke less English but after a few minutes got a discussion going with Emerald and a general idea from her what was going on. 

After a bit of physiological poking and prodding the doctor thought he had found the problem Emerald remained quiet. The doctor described various medical terms in a language emerald could not understand she sat there and nodded. After a while Emerald realised the doctor could not treat her but was referring her to a local specialist under her travel insurance. Emerald was worried but she had to play along the doctor could understand “Have I got any other option” and shook his head. Emerald was tightly re-gagged, with a little encouraging from the accompanying police officer emerald was marched off the police officer took a referral note and an address. A police car took and emerald to a different part of town. The police cruiser stopped at a clean and relatively modern building and Emerald was let out the police officer rang the bell, then waited outside.

A small woman about 5 foot 1 answered the door she was the psychiatrists assistant , the police officer handed her the paperwork she looked at the referral note. She wore a white coat and carried a clipboard , she led emerald inside. The assistant was quite cute under a large pair of glasses. Emerald was led into a clean modern looking room it had several benches chairs and charts of various things including body positions all over the walls everything heavily annotated in a language Emerald could not read. The psychiatrist wore a white coat she checked the details of emeralds travel insurance and the note from the police. 

The psychiatrist was petite to emerald but probably average for the country. The little Asian woman was about 5 foot, she had a cute smile nice long black hair held in place with a clip. She was about mid twenties Emerald could only guess. The woman looked at emerald then removed the gag , she than asked her a few questions then to emeralds surprise asked her to bend flex, gently pushing her body into different poses limited by the tight straight jacket. Emerald was surprised by the strength in the woman’s hands. The examination took less time than the explanation, Emerald understood that the psychiatrist had suggested a traditional treatment bases on feng shui principles. Emerald couldn’t understand all of it. It would take six something she had no option but she was certain she did not want to spend six hours hear but she was still trapped in the straight jacket, then Emerald noticed the police officer outside again maybe six hours would not be to bad. Emerald could not understand the description of the treatment little was in English but the psychiatrist could generally get the meaning across Emerald thought, Emerald at least did not want to show her ignorance.

Emerald was sceptical about anything medical other than a large dose of painkillers. Emerald was hopeful she would soon be back on holiday she would be drinking tonight. Hopefully something green and alcoholic - the worse thing would it would take up a bit of her time better than prison and they raided her travel insurance not her wallet. Emerald had her concerns but she had to try it whatever it turned out to be.

The psychiatrist undid the ankle cuffs then finally released the restrictive straight jacket. She then held out a bunch of papers under Emeralds nose, emerald began to look at the papers not a single word was in English. Emerald began to hesitate then she looked at the police officer outside the window, the psychiatrist gestured to the straight jacket Emerald did not want to go back in it. Emerald signed the waiver she did not read it, she could not read it she had not got the most basic grasp of the foreign language which would soon be to her detriment, the assistant left the room the moment the pen touched paper.

The psychiatrist told emerald to strip, emerald didn’t get it until the woman mimed her taking her clothes off. Emerald undid her boots and stepped out of them the world got closer. She took off her jeans and socks then pulled off her crop top, the assistant put them in a box for Emerald. Emerald had striped to her underwear she was the tiniest bit nervous standing in her tiny green thong and green heavy under wire bra set.

The psychiatrist gestured to emerald to come over to a padded table. Emerald walked over to the table, then the psychiatrist tapped the table indicating to emerald to lie face down on the table. Gingerly Emerald mounted the table her legs stuck out from one end she manoeuvred herself into a comfortable position face down on the table. Out of the corner of her eye Emerald noticed the assistant come back  in the room she had taken of the white coat she wore a tight black dress. The assistant carried something that looked like a spinal board it was a lot shorter than the five foot one woman but seemed quite heavy.

The assistant pulled at the spinal board or whatever it was, it split in two halves it has a number of holes in its centre each half of the board had one half of an opening. There were a lot of holes in it and it seemed to have been heavily reinforced with rubber metal and other weird fixings, Emerald wondered what the purpose was. The assistant laid one half of the board next to the table on the left then travelled round to the other side of the table.

The psychiatrist gestured with a touch to Emerald to close her eyes and tilt her head back. With a little trepidation Emerald closed her eyes and tilted her head back as far as it would go. The psychiatrist gently but firmly positioned Emeralds right arm behind her back. Then the psychiatrist positioned emeralds right hand with her fingers pointing straight up. The psychiatrist moved emeralds left arm behind her back with her fingers pointing up.

Emerald slowly relaxed her hands. The psychiatrist griped them tightly and put them back in the same place. Emerald understood it was important to keep her hands in that position, left hand behind right hand in the small of her back wrists bent fingers pointing up. Emerald held that position keeping her arms rigidly in place but she was not sure how long she could hold it.

The psychiatrist let go of emeralds hands she kept them there. The psychiatrist moved down her body Emerald was gently guided to fold her right leg back and to try to point her toes up at the ceiling. The psychiatrist guided her to put her left ankle behind her right ankle and again point her toes up at the ceiling. Emerald was nudged to move her knees as far apart as possible. The psychiatrist adjusted the position of Emeralds feet again so that while still holding her ankles crossed and pointing up they were as close to her bottom as possible. Emerald really didn’t have a clue what was going on, was this meant to be some sort of ancient stretching exercise a traditional remedy, emerald had to stick with it for however long it took.

The psychiatrist had a surprisingly strong grip she moved emeralds ankles closer to her hands. The psychiatrist indicated she wanted far more movement out of emeralds body, Emerald tried to help bending her body further than she thought possible causing her spine to bend, causing her breasts to thrust into the padded table. Emerald found the psychiatrists assistant was gently pulling her head back , emeralds spine was bending further and further and further. Emerald thought it was over then the assistant pulled her head back some more. With there free hands the two women slowly move the two halves of the strange board in place, Emerald didn’t notice with her eyes closed.

The psychiatrist suddenly applied a massive amount of force to Emeralds ankles putting all her body weight behind it, pushing Emeralds ankles towards the small of her back. At the same time the assistant pushed emerald head backwards. Emerald was bent harshly into and uncomfortably strict arch her eyes flew open. Before emerald could react the psychiatrist and her assistant struck. Quick as a flash they pushed the two halves of the shaped board, that they had carefully lined up into place together around emeralds neck and limbs. 

The board was tight around Emeralds neck holding her head in place . The board was cut to accept her crossed wrists and her crossed ankles. There were a series of loud clicks along the entire length of the board, front to back as spring loaded bolts deployed securing the two halves of the board tightly together. The holes were padded with rubber and there is no gap whatsoever around Emeralds wrists ankles or neck, the exact angle of each limb had been carefully calculated. Part of the designed for the board perfect to hold a woman in that position. 

Emerald tried to move, her neck would not turn from side to side up or down. Her arms would not move at all she could wiggle her fingers but that did little. The same was true of her legs she could only wriggle her toes. Emerald realised how tightly her back was arched locked  in that position. Her chin rested on the board she could do little in its embrace. Part of the board was hard against her back and shoulders encouraging her to try and arch them more. Her curved ass was firmly up against the board. Emerald realised the board was probably designed for a petite 5 foot local woman not Emeralds six foot 2 frame. The board was squeezing her wrists and ankles very tightly like her limbs were set in concrete it made her completely helpless, even after a few seconds she knew she preferred the straight jacket.

The assistant produced some sort of injector like a gun used to apply sealant. The assistant pushed the end of the injector into a hole in one side of the rubber inset surrounding emerald’s right wrist. The assistant pushed the trigger and the rubber around her wrist inflated full of whatever jell mix was in the tube. The assistant repeated this with every rubber insert, Soon Emeralds limbs were even more securely locked in position. Emerald was beginning to get very worried she couldn’t move her arms or neck she had very little movement in limbs just fingers and toes. 

Emerald turned to the psychiatrist Emerald begged to be put back in the comfortable straight jacket the treatment was to uncomfortable the oriental woman couldn’t seem to understand her or didn’t care she shrugged her shoulders and continued. Emerald tried again louder the woman shrugged, then she started begging the assistant ignored her then she started angrily threatening the woman both seemed to have no reaction.

The women ignore her complaints begging and threats. Large soft squeezey rubber balls were placed in the palms of Emeralds hands by the assistant. With a gentle but firm squeeze emerald was made to close her right hand over the ball. Something was placed over her right hand the same thing was done to her left hand. Emeralds hands were secured in padded rubber mittens. The mittens were laced tightly shut over her hands. The mittens were locked shut with a clasp over the laces the ends of the clasps were fed into slots in the board locking with a click. A star key was put into a hole next to the clasp the star key was turned and the clasps were pulled tingly into the board leaving no gap between the mittens and the board. The star keys were removed. Due to the mitten emerald couldn’t move her hands or fingers at all, again she imagined that it was designed for a much smaller woman and she was being forced into the device. Tears were starting to run down emeralds face she begged them to put her in the straight jacket and muzzle.

Emerald tried to struggle she strained and flexed and pulled against the rigid board. Her wrists and ankles hurt but emerald continued trying to get something to break or give, until she was covered by a sheen of sweat panting breathlessly. Emerald was completely helpless against her diminutive captors they ignored her struggles then when she had given up they continued in there task.

Emerald felt a hand on her feet they were bent further to the side till they touched the surface of the board. A pair of U shaped loops were fitted over both her big toes and then pushed into board. With a click the loops locked her big toes in place. The assistant brought a duster emeralds feet were tickled she giggled and tried to move her feet out of the way as far as she could. The psychiatrist didn’t like that emerald had some movement in her feet. Seconds late a second larger U shaped metal loop was fitted over the arch of each foot then pushed into board with a click locking it in place. The exercise with the duster was repeated. Some sort of toe spreader was put over emeralds toes keeping emerald from wiggling them at all. It was pushed into a slot in the board so that it was very tight. A star key was put into the board and used to tighten the internal mechanism drawing the metal loops further into the board ensuring Emerald could not move her feet at all. A river of tears were flowing down emeralds face she offered the psychiatrist anything money her laptop her self.

The assistant walked over to a cupboard and retrieved five heavy rubber straps each was 3 inches wide by a quarter inch thick. They ended in metal tongues like the ends of seat belts the lengths of them varied considerably. The assistant handed the first one to the psychiatrist. She positioned the 3 inch wide rubber Strap over a slot at the front of the board then pushed it home with a click locking it to one side of board. The psychiatrist passed the strap around Emerald above her giant breasts. The strap was tightly locked to other side of the board, the rubber dug into the flesh above Emeralds chest. A Star key was used to tighten the mechanism, the strap slowly disappears into board increasing the tightness of the rubber.

The assistant passed another 3 inch wide rubber Strap to the psychiatrist, she locked to one end of the strap to the board with another click. The psychiatrist passed the strap around emerald below emeralds breasts.  Emerald was manoeuvred about on the table so that the strap could be position correctly. Then the other end of the strap was pushed in tightly locking it into the other side of the board. This helped to pin Emeralds arms down not that she could move them anyway. Emeralds breasts were squeezed between the two straps. The Star key was used to tighten the strap below emeralds breasts until they bulged obscenely.

The psychiatrist was handed another 3 inch wide rubber strap, she attached it to one side of the board with a dull click then looped it round emeralds neat little waist. The psychiatrist needed her assistants help to stretch the strap, then they locked the strap to the other side of the board. with a firm click the strap tightly clinching emeralds waist. A Star key was used to tighten the strap some more, Emerald must have lost three or four inches from her waist.

The psychiatrist attached a long 3 inch wide rubber strap to one end of the board on the right side. The psychiatrist tightly wrapped the long strap round emeralds doubled up right leg, the rubber gripped her limb firmly. The psychiatrist wrapped the strap a second time tightly round the folded limb, then called her assistant over to help attach the end to the board. It was a stretch but the two women managed to get the other end of the strap locked in place. They then tightened the strap with a star key Emerald found her leg pulled to one side uncomfortably. The last 3 inch wide rubber strap was attached to the other side of the board. The strap was wrapped tightly round emerald’s doubled up left leg twice then attached to board. The other end was also locked in place and tightened with a star key emerald was embarrassed at how wide her legs were spread.

Emerald tried to reason with the psychiatrist Please put me in the straight jacket instead she begged. The specialist replied “don’t worry covered by health insurance six month continuous treatment then you learn to be a good little girl, maybe we keep you”. Emerald realised she had made a terrible mistake she should have gone to court tried to get a local lawyer there had been a horrible mistake and she could do nothing about it, she would have to learn to live with it.

Emerald saw what was coming next and tried to clamp her jaw shut. The two women easily forced her jaw open. A large black rubber oral pacifier that looked like a giant babies dummy was pushed between her teeth then strapped in place. The gag was large and long it touched the back of her throat and she had to stop herself gagging. Emeralds mouth was covered with a muzzle from the base of the board over her lower jaw to just under her nose. The psychiatrist followed the gag with a padded blind fold and ear plugs. A pump was attached to the pacifier gag, the psychiatrist pumped the inflatable gag larger and larger emerald squealed muffled protests . The gag continued to grow until emerald couldn’t make a single noise then the psychiatrist pumped the gag larger until the pump could force no more air into it for good measure.

Steel sleeves were fitted over the front and rear of the immobilisation board. The psychiatrist locked them in place with a series of unique high security keys only she had a copy of. The keys were put in a safe only the psychiatrist had the combination for, they would not be seen for six months. The assistant wheeled in a hoist. Chains were attached to the  steel fixings on the steel sleeves . The chains were attached to the hoist a click of a switch and Emerald was raised off the table. The board and straps took her weight Her discomfort was multiplied.

The assistant wheeled Emerald to a padded white room. The hoist was raised a little, chains hanging from the ceiling were attached to the steel sleeves, then the hoist was lowered and disconnected. Emerald was left hanging from the ceiling unable to twitch a muscle speak see or hear. The assistant wheeled the hoist away turned off the light and locked the door shut behind her. Emerald was left twisted into a tight uncomfortable knot immobile she had all the time in the world to reflect on her predicament on six months of treatment in store for her.


Hospital board 2
Emerald sat quietly in her economy seat on the plane her body and mind were exhausted. She had one stop over and then she was back home she had just been released from a rather bizarre institution that had tried some rather odd local therapies out on her after she had a little to much to drink and created a scene or to in a county she could not pronounce. She was a student in her early twenties she was doing a degree in media studies at least she would be if she could get back home in time.  Emerald was worried about getting back to her studies and finding some part time work to pay off her loans. She had not checked her ticket in a while she had only just picked it up she was in a quiet haze. She couldn’t even remember which country the stop off was in only that it was the cheapest ticket she could get.
Emerald had short spiky green hair the roots were starting to show her hair had grown a little she was a brunette and she needed to re-dye, she liked green. All her luggage was an ugly lime green though she thought it was beautiful. Emerald had a small waist, through her waist looked very small in contrast to her large natural assets. Emerald had a large bottom it was firm and sexy but large, it helped to balance out her top half. Emerald wore ripped shorts that started as jeans and were dyed green. She had green 4 inch wedge heel boots that went up to her knees. She wore a tight crop top it was also green it left very little to the imagination. Emerald had a nose ring it was a green titanium ring she also had many tattoos they were in various shades of dark green and black. Emerald was a big girl she was over six foot 2 a lot of long curvy leg in the boots, she towered over most people at six foot six not that it did much for her today.
Emerald got off the plane she had two hours to get to her transfer flight she looked around the airport, lots of bored people waiting for flights lots of children arguing with there parents. Signs in languages she didn’t understand products being advertised by people with artificial smiles on there faces. She looked around slowly following the cue of people. Where was a bar was there somewhere to get a drink?

getting off the plane Emerald noticed that there were two police women in the air port they were both about five foot 2 there was one with slightly longer hair and one with slightly shorter hair. They were both quite pretty they wore tight crisp white shirts that emphasized there chests. They had large utility belts stocked with intimidating goodies to scare the tourists. They wore tight stockings and had short tight mini skirts that just seemed to hug there sexy legs and round little bottoms they had patent leather shoes with inch heels.

The long haired officer spoke to the short haired officer. “This is the stupid green haired western slut we were told about”. The other officer looked at Emerald she was easy to pick out of the line of passengers. They had been given a tip off from some of there colleagues in another country that she was trouble “I bet she has drugs on her”. The long haired officer nodded. She walked over to the line of passengers and pointed to Emerald “you get out of the line”. Emerald had not been paying much attention now there was some sort of police officer pointing at her and talking to her in a language she had no idea about.

It dawned on Emerald that she was in some kind of trouble she didn’t need any trouble she had had a month to think about things from her last bit of trouble, she tried to be polite "what did you say I don’t speak your language". She stepped out of the line her hands up palms open the officers obviously understood her about as much as she understood them. The long haired woman looked less happy “resisting arrest, have a tazer you stupid bitch” the long haired woman reached for some thing off her belt Emerald had a second to realise everything was going horribly wrong very quickly she tried to take a step back. "What no please agh" Emerald saw the black box in the woman’s hand it hit her on the stomach suddenly her nerves were on fire and she was shaking. She felt herself drop to the ground the two diminutive police officers standing over her.

The long haired police officer had a pair of solid looking hinged handcuffs in her hand Emerald tried to move but her limbs were like rubber. The cute police officer had the cuffs tightly locked around Emeralds right wrist. “This will help you to behave slut were going to lock your stupid arms behind your back so you can’t struggle”. Emerald got her breath back enough to beg "ow my wrists please don’t" before she could finish the woman had her other wrist locked in the tight cuffs. The long haired police officer pulled hard on Emerald’s wrists forcing her arms into the air and getting a grunt of pain out of the dazed woman.

The long haired police officer looked at Emerald “this one is trouble best we cuff the slut’s elbows as well”. The short haired police officer threw a pair of hinged cuffs to the other officer who tightly applied them above Emeralds right elbows. The police officer rested Emeralds cuffed wrists on her shoulder and pushed Emeralds elbows tightly together. "ow please don’t that hurts my arms no" seconds later Emeralds elbows were linked with maybe an inch between them she was on the floor with her arms held out behind her back the long haired police officers hand drifted over Emeralds round bottom she squealed.

The long haired officer looked at the short haired officer for a second “lets gag her the 3 inch black ball will fill this whore's big fat mouth”. The short haired woman pulled the menacing three inch sphere of rubber out of her belt pouch. She bent down next to Emeralds head. Emerald saw the gag out of the corner of her eye she was close to crying. "What are you doing no please" the rubber ball was held up close to her mouth she clamped her jaw shut. The long haired officer looked displeased. “The sluts resisting tazer her again” the short haired police officer tazered Emerald in the side as she shoved the huge ball into her mouth 

Emerald was in so much pain "no agghh mmmphh" then her ability to even attempt to communicate and reason with her persecutors was removed. The ball was huge it painfully filled every corner of her mouth and stretched her jaw to comical proportions the short haired police officer worked on the straps. Strapping one behind Emeralds head one below her jaw and a Y shaped one over her head. The police officer put considerable effort into tugging each strap tight so that the ball sank into its unwilling victim.

The long haired police officer spoke to her colleague “get it nice and tight I don’t want this silly slut able to make a sound.” to emphasize her point she put pressure on Emeralds arms forcing her to cry out in pain. “mmmpph mmpph” the short haired police officer immediately set to work making the straps tighter and tighter they were already cutting into Emeralds flesh but now they sank deeper an additional source of torment muting any plea from her lips.

The two officers now happy that they had Emerald at there mercy pulled her to her feet. They looked unhappy with her slow progress “I have the choke chain stupid western bitch we treat you like the stupid animal you are” the short haired woman pulled some sort of chain and looped it around Emeralds neck one tug and it was tight. Emerald stood there in shock. “Come move this way” the short haired woman commanded tugging on the chain “mmm mmmppm” Emerald responded but did not follow her fast enough. The short haired officer was quick to respond “Get the crop slap her on her fat ass get the slut moving.” the other officer pulled out a set of sections of rods linked with a string they slotted together to from a crop. One second Emerald was wondering what was going on and the next the crop was being applied liberally to her round bottom she cried “mmmmpph  mmmphh” and moved quickly into the airport she was turning red with humiliation.

Emerald was embarrassed and humiliated as she was paraded through the air port like a dog one officer pulling her around on a leash the second pulling her arms high up her back and mercilessly bringing the crop to bare on her pert bottom. It was over in ten minutes as she was dumped her into a gray room with a heavy door locking her inside with her two sadistic captors. “This is a nice private interrogation room we can process this slut at our leisure.” the long hired woman spoke to the short haired woman they both smiled. Emerald knew she was in trouble and that she was soon going to be in an even worse position looking at all the accessories stored in the interrogation room. The long haired woman smiled “Lock her wrist cuffs to the winch so we can get her in position” the short haired officer clipped something a chain Emerald thought to the handcuffs at her wrists and then hit some sort of button on the wall. There was a whirring sound then the chain slowly pulled Emeralds arms up to the ceiling the pain was intense and soon she was practically immobilised her arms pulled back her breasts thrust out her legs tense and her bottom stuck out.

The long haired officer ran a hand over Emeralds body, “Get it nice and tight so the bitches toes are barely touching the floor”. The short haired woman grinned there was a pause for a second then she hit the winch control. Emerald was pulled into a strict strapedo “mmmpph  mmpphh” crying in pain and indignation into her gag as her position was increased until she could barley even move her arms pointing directly at the ceiling. The officers approached there helpless prey. The short haired woman started “Get her boots off and the spreader bar in place”. the short haired woman took her right foot the long hired woman took her left foot her boots were taken off and she was forced to balance without there extra height. The short haired woman checked one boot “No drugs in there” they locked the spreader bar onto Emeralds right ankles “mmmpph mmmpph” she protested trying to pull her leg out of the way. They locked her left ankle in place she literally had nothing else she could do.

The short haired officer picked up the crop “You want to resist you stupid slut then you want the crop all over your fat ass.” Emerald had no way to resist as the officer started on her round bottom again “mmph mmph” she squealed into her gag again as she was beaten. A defeated Emerald sagged in her tight chains “Good now that the sluts nice and secure we can search the bitch at our leisure” the long haired officer commented.

The long haired officer spoke to her colleague “Get the shears the whore doesn’t need to have clothes”. Emerald saw the woman pick up the pair of shears. Emerald desperately and futilely shook her head as the woman advanced. “mmmpph mmph” she cried as her top and bra were cut away. “Good bye to your top what there was of it” the long hired police officer pulled Emeralds nipples and played with her breasts “What a slut you look less like a whore naked.” the short haired officer check the remains of the top and bra “Still no drugs”.

The long haired officer put the edge of the shears to Emeralds shorts. Emerald was crying out in humiliation begging them to stop “mmmpph”. “Say good bye to your shorts slut” the long haired officer cut away what was left of Emeralds clothing leaving her totally naked. The short haired officer checked through the remains of Emeralds clothes, “The whore hasn’t got anything in her shorts lets have some fun” she ran her hand between Emeralds legs. Emerald protested into her gag “Mmmpph”. The long haired officer took a good look at Emeralds pussy “Get the elbow length rubber gloves and some Vaseline though with a slut like this you probably won’t need the Vaseline”. The short haired officer got a pair of elbow length rubber gloves and gave them a good coating of Vaseline she approached Emerald.

Just as the officers finger brushed Emeralds pussy lips she went wild screaming into her gag “mmmpph” and thrashing against her restraints. The short haired officer commented indignantly “I just touched the stupid slut and look how much she’s struggling give her the crop a few times across her breasts then crank the winch up another few inches”. The long haired officer smiled a broad grin she took the crop and applied it vigorously to Emeralds round breasts and bottom Thwack “mmmmpph” continued in a chorus for about two minutes then the officer activated the winch again a few inches higher up and Emerald had far less wiggle room her body was stretched further. 

The long haired officer smiled at the effect “Look at the slut barely able to balance on her tip toes all the weight on her wrists, search away she can’t do much”. The short haired officer explored Emeralds pussy at her leisure Emerald was unable to do anything about it as First a finger then two then three then four then the officer’s thumb and her whole arm disappeared into Emeralds body. She groaned in pain as the officer probed deeper “mmmppph”. Emerald found herself starting to get wet as she was searched “look at that I can get my hole hand in the sluts pussy” the short haired officer was busy Emerald was rolling her hips and panting in no time. She was screaming in ecstasy in a few minutes “mmmpph”. The short haired officer commented “All the way up to my elbow and there seems to be no drugs, I bet the bitch likes it don’t you slut.” Emerald was in a post orgasmic haze barely able to comprehend what was going on.

The long haired police officer walked around to look at Emerald‘s face “Lets tape the insolent bitches eyes shut I don’t like the way she’s looking at us”. The short haired officer pulled off the gloves then binned them she picked up a roll of medical tape out of a draw. “Yes lets I have a roll of medical tape”. before Emerald knew what was going on the short haired officer had smoothed thick sticky tape over her right eye a few seconds later and another piece of tape was over her left eye. She couldn’t see a thing she made a questioning noise “mmmppph”? What the hell was going on she couldn’t see a thing what were they planning for her. The short haired officer triumphantly announced “there she can’t see a thing” waving her hand in front of Emeralds eyes.

The long haired officer looked over Emerald “There’s one place left to look I bet the slut hid the drugs there get the enema bag we clean her out first”. The short haired officer pulled out a large plug with a hose she pushed it against Emeralds bottom. Emerald cried out in distress “mmmppph” and clenched her buttocks together against the invasion. The long haired officer mocked Emerald “You don’t like that slut or you want more? Stop wiggling your fat ass”. the long haired officer picked up the crop again. The short haired officer encouraged her “Give her the crop” the long haired police officer smiled wickedly and laid the crop across Emeralds bottom which was turning a cherry red by this point. “Mmmpph” Emerald screamed into her gag then relaxed allowing her captors to push the invasive plug home.

The long haired officer looked a Emerald “Get the five litre bag and the pump we can leave it to work on her and go get some lunch while the slut suffers.” the short haired officer pulled the bag out from a draw and hooked it up to the same place that Emeralds cuffed hands were hanging from. There was a small battery fed pump. The officer turned it on immediately Emerald started to squirm ineffectively in her bonds. The short haired officer picked up the medical tape “I know lets tape her hands up we don’t want the bitch interfering with the hose”. The long haired officer held her palm out flat. “Good idea but lets use the advanced mittens on the slut”. the short haired officer put the tape back into the draw and removed two stretchy items that looked like thick rubber balloons. “There a little small but if we stretch them over the whore’s balled up hands they will fit.” the police officer tried to force Emeralds hands into balls and then pull the mitten over them. Emerald fought as best she could. “She’s not cooperating give the cunt the crop again”.  The long haired officer smiled and landed another blow on Emeralds ass. 

“Mmmpph” Emerald screamed into her gag then reluctantly let the officer immobilised her hands inside the thick rubber mittens. The officers were no where near finished yet the short haired officer pulled out some sort of glue gun and Pushed it into a slot on the mittens “Now we fill the mittens up with the special resin that expands and hardens and the bitches hands are useless.” Emerald wept into her gag as more of her minuscule freedom was taken away as the resin hardened. The long haired officer patted Emerald on the ass. “Switch the pump on full power and we will see the slut in twenty minutes” the machine made a whirring sound Emerald cried into her gag “mmmmppphh” the officers left her to go and have there lunch.

Half an hour later the door to the interrogation room opened the long haired officer walked in “That was a good meal Empty the bitch out”. The short haired officer connected the line from the plug into a mechanism just before the drain. Emerald sighed in relief as she was finally allowed some brief relief “mmmpph”. A minute later and the short haired officer checked the mechanism “Nothing in the strainer let’s give her another go six litres some more soap then lets get some desert”. The long haired officer shook her head “One thing first give me some rubber tubing” suddenly the long haired officer was pawing at Emeralds large boobs. Emerald cried into her gag again “mmmm mmmm mmmph” the officer wrapped the rubber tubing around the base of Emeralds breasts until they bulged “One twice around the base of each breast and the slut will be kept entertained while where away”. The officer was not quite finished she added more tubing to cut Emeralds breasts in half then in quarters. Emerald was connected up to another enema bag a soapy mix. The pump was turned on and she was left to squirm.  

After another half hour the officers came back, the short haired officer let Emerald relieve herself of the enema then checked the strainer “Still nothing in the sieve I will get another pair of gloves and some grease”. The short haired officer got another pair of elbow length gloves and Vaseline. She pulled the plug out of Emeralds bottom. The long haired officer shouted encouragement “You will like this slut lets see the drugs she’s hiding.” the short haired officer got to work she worked two fingers into Emeralds backside “mmmmppph”. Slowly she sank her fingers into the second knuckle. “Tight aren’t you slut I bet you like this” the short haired officer worked on Emeralds back door slowly working a third and fourth finger into her opening while the long haired officer played with Emeralds bound boobs.

After a few minutes the short haired officer commented “I can get my whole hand in to you whore where are they?” Emerald was helpless as her tormenters continued to play with her body. “Just relax bitch it will go better for you” the long haired officer advised. After twenty minutes of sustained searching the officer gave up “I can’t find anything in her she must have hid the drugs in her luggage we will dismantle it later.”

The short haired officer removed the gloves “We can’t hold her without some sort of proof”. the long haired officer smiled “If she’s nuts we can keep her where this bitch belongs for as long as we like, we just say the air line reported her as acting weird we put the slut in the nut house.” the short haired officer smiled “She is a big bitch lets get the secure jacket and the ratchet” the long haired officer dragged a heavy garment out of a locker she stroked it “The jacket is real secure canvas lined with rubber strengthened with a Kevlar mesh in-between. Designed to keep stupid foreigners in there place. There are six straps up the back done up real tight with this ratchet then there arms behind the back and through the side loops“. the Short haired officer patted Emeralds bottom. “This slut is not going to give us any trouble.”

The two officers got in position to deal with Emerald “Ok lower her and release the cuffs from her wrists and elbows.” the long haired officer commanded. Emerald felt her 
Arms and legs released they were so tired that she collapsed to the floor with a muffled scream. The short haired officer un-cuffed her “The whore is as weak as anything hanging there for an hour or two”. The long haired officer got the jacket in position “Get her arms into the sleeves”. Emerald was in no position to do anything but offer token protests into her gag “mmm  mmppphh” as the two officers forced her body into the confines of the tight straight jacket it was a familiar feeling being helpless being bound. Emerald felt herself surrender as she was wrapped into the jacket it was so tight and they hadn’t even started on the straps.

Emeralds arms and legs were numb from the prolonged suspension she could just about groan into her gag in response as the two women manoeuvred her around on her front. The short haired officer linked up the top most strap on the jacket with the corresponding loop. A tool like a wrench was fitted over the whole lot. “Get the ratchet on those straps” the long haired officer commanded suddenly the jacket straps began to get a whole lot tighter Emerald screamed in surprise as the crushing effect squeezed her body “mmmpph”.

In about four minutes the straps on the back of the jacket were very tight Emerald had no fight in her and almost no breath it was that tight. She had to exert herself for each breath. The long haired officer was still not happy “No slack I want her body helpless , how do you like that slut tight enough for you” she felt between Emeralds legs moving her fingers in and out of Emeralds pussy. “She’s a whore I bet she wants it tighter lets oblige her” the short haired officer got to work making the straps just that bit tighter “mmm pph” much to Emeralds dismay the feeling was returning to her limbs but it was hopeless.

The long haired officer grabbed Emeralds right arm “Fold her arms behind her back carefully then flip her over” the short haired officer grabbed her left arm Emeralds arms were passed behind her back then she was rolled over onto her front. “Careful just feed the straps thought the side loops” the officers quickly slipped the straps from the jacket through the side loops then locked them together in front of Emerald. “Now get the ratchet, now bitch you can struggle all day” the short hired officer followed the command removing all slack from Emeralds arms leaving them in a painfully secure position. The long haired officer’s hand disappeared between Emeralds legs stroking her, Emerald found her self moaning and thrashing about helplessly. The long haired officer smiled as Emerald moaned in frustration “mmmppph”. The short haired officer grinned “I say we make it tighter she can still squirm”. The long haired officer grabbed the ratchet “Whatever you say”. Emerald squealed “mmmppphh” as her arms were driven into the small of her back any slack she had was now gone they could keep her like this as long as they liked and she had no chance of escape.

The long haired officer smiled she turned to her colleague “Now get the rubber diaper the thick one with the catheter and the huge ribbed butt plug we don’t want this slut making a mess and we don’t want to have to unpack her.” the short haired officer disappeared into a locker and removed a thick black rubber diaper with several internal fixtures. The long haired officer grabbed Emeralds right nipple through the jacket and twisted. Emerald screamed into her gag and tried to pull away “mmmm pppph”. The long haired officer smiled wickedly “Give her the crop she’s struggling again”. the short haired officer grabbed hold of the spreader bar and raised it up exposing Emeralds bottom the crop rained down a flurry of blows that Emerald could not escape “mmmmmppph”.

The officers were finished with there fun tormenting Emeralds they were ready for the next stage of her encapsulation. “Release the spreader bar now help me move her.” her ankles were released from the spreader bar. It was good to be free to have any additional freedom. The officers worked her right foot then her left into the diaper then pulled it up her legs into her crotch. The catheter was uncomfortable but not a major problem the plug was something else “In the catheter goes, now relax bitch I bet you like it big , just a little further whore” Emerald tried to relax she tried not to resist “just a little deeper only four inches to go” the short haired officer pushed. “Stop struggling there you go slut all plugged up so you can’t make a mess” finally the plug popped in home Emerald was humiliated at being controlled this way.

The long haired officer patted Emerald on the bottom “Get the ratchet we have to make the crotch strap nice and snug for the whore” Emerald felt like she was being cut in half it was painful yet stimulating as they secured the strap she grunted into her gag half in pain half in pleasure “mmmmppphh”. the long haired officer spoke to her partner “Get the eyeless hood with the extra big ring gag I want the slut to be subdued and I don’t want to have to mess around.” The short haired officer got the hood ring gag combo ready. “Out with the ball gag” the long haired officer signalled unstaring the gag and pulling it lose. Emerald managed to get a few words out “pp I please no guuarg” but before she could get very far the huge gag was wedged in-between her teeth and the claustrophobic hood was being pulled tightly over her head.

The long haired officer grinned “Now let’s lace it tight the sluts mouth is spread so wide she can’t say anything” the short haired officer pulled on the laces hard thee was a worried look in her eyes for a second “Could that ring gag dislocate the bitches jaw”. The long haired officer shook her head “Probably not now lace the hood tighter.” the officer continued “Get the posture collar so she can’t move her head”
The short haired officer pulled a padded posture collar out of a locker it wrapped around Emeralds neck and forced her head back. The long haired officer had Emerald by the collar “I could kiss her and she can’t do anything about it” the officer forced Emeralds lips to hers “Gmmpph” at first Emerald tried to resist then she was kissing the dominating officer back. A minute later the other officer chimed in “Let me try that”. Emerald was forced to kiss the other woman, the long haired officer shouted support “Yes the bitch can’t resist”. she pulled Emerald off the first officer and started to kiss her again “I bet you like that slut don’t you like to be dominated by your superiors.” she pulled Emerald away and started groping her breasts through the jacket, “now im sure you can kiss better than that” Emerald tried harder to please her.

The long haired officer finally tiered of playing with Emerald she turned to the short haired officer “Get the plug gag”. There was a plug gag attached to s rectangular piece of rubber the long haired officer pushed it between Emeralds lips through the ring gag “in it goes a few straps now your filthy mouths all filled up like it should be”. The officer strapped the gag in place. Emerald tied to protest “mmmmmppph” but her mouth was full of rubber. The short haired officer slapped Emerald on the bottom “Lets go for a ride get the choke chain” the long haired officer grabbed the choke chain and slipped it around Emeralds neck a single tug brought mute protests “Mmpph” and compliance, she was lead away to an unknown fate.

An hour later the long haired officer removed the choke chain and pushed Emerald into a padded cell “Here we are you nice padded cell aren’t we considerate you cant hurt yourself bitch”. Emerald was barely able to balance on the padded floor she was blind and had no arms to help her balance. The long haired officer turned to her colleague “Get the leg binders we want her stay to be secure.” the officer darted away. The long haired officer pushed down on Emeralds shoulders to make her kneel “Now kneel down slut so we can tie you up properly”. Emerald tried to resist trying to stand up. The second officer returned with a pair of brown leather sheaths. She smiled at Emerald “Give her the crop on her fat ass” thwack the long haired officer got the crop
“mmmppph” three blows and Emerald got the message and knelt down.

The long haired officer went to work on her right leg the short haired officer went to work on her left leg. Soon both of Emeralds legs were tightly laced inside the sheaths completely useless, the long haired officer rubbed Emerald between her legs “Good now a nice sheath of brown leather over your doubled up legs laced nice and tight two straps one around your feet one around your ankle one under the sole of your foot nice and tight and the slut is forced to her knees where she belongs.” the short haired officer looked at her partner “Lets search her belongings again”. Emerald heard the door slam she was left in a dark room to mumble to herself “mmmpph” this was a very familiar feeling.

Some time later the door opened to the cell the long haired officer entered “Well we didn’t find any drugs in the whore’s stuff”. the short haired officer smiled patting her colleague on the back “It doesn’t matter its worth it just to keep a bitch like this in her place.” the long haired officer grinned “Lets get the security frame its perfect to keep sluts like this in there place.” the two of them disappeared they returned with a steel contraption. Emerald moaned questioningly into her gag with the commotion. “mmmm mmmpph”

The officer with the long hair grabbed Emerald and pushed her onto her front she put a metal frame next to her body. The two officers started to secure it to Emerald‘s body “A nice solid stainless steel frame in a Y shape” the long haired officer continued rubbing her hand over the frame “This nice tight steel belt around her waist a bar up to this steel collar look how its curved so she has to arch her back. This nose hook slots into place just pull back and she can’t move her head at all. These steel cuffs at the back on this bar fit around her wrists and elbows a few quick clicks and she couldn’t move her arms even without her jacket.” Emeralds spine was pulled back her neck was pulled back her entire torso was held in place by the ridged bondage the nose hook was perhaps the worse electing squeals of pain form her mouth “mmmppph”

Emerald knew she was about to feel the familiar sensation of complete and total subjugating bondage every part of her body held down. The long haired officer smiled “Help me to manoeuvre her. Now we pull her legs back until we can lock her ankles in the cuffs then her big toes in these little cuffs, see she cant even wriggle her feet then we force the sluts legs open further and these ovals fit around her legs just below the knee they lock into place and the slut cant move at all every base instinct restrained.” to emphasise her point the long haired officer rubbed Emerald between the legs again. Emerald moaned into her gag “mmmpph” she was helpless once again all movement gone.

The officers pulled down a hoist from the ceiling the frame locked to it “Now we hook these connections up to the shoulders of the frame a few turns of the winch and she is hanging of the ground by a foot, truly helpless. We connect the catheter line the feed line and the enema line.” the long haired officer connected up one tube to the plug gag and two lines to the rubber diaper. Emerald protested as she was lifted off the floor “mmmppph”. The officer grinned an evil grin “Now lets program this thing feeding twice a day baby food lets mix in a little caster oil flushing on her catheter twice a day with a nice cold back fill. Lets set the enema for a six litre soap mix with a two hour retention three times a day, I think that will keep the slut occupied” the machinery turned on the long haired officer grinned “Lets come back later and have a little more fun with her”. They left Emerald in the dark. As she was filled up she screamed again and again into her gag “mmmmppph”.

Emerald was not sure if it was hours or days that passed the door to her padded cell opened again. The long haired officer spoke “Now slut we are back” Emerald was woken up form her day dream “mmmppphh”? The officers had a sort of padded bar stool with them. The long haired officer showed her companion a few of the features of Emeralds tight restraint “This chain connects to the ends of the y frame by her knees tighten it” the short haired officer connected the chain and pulled Emerald found her body shifting in its restraints. “Mmmph” she cried in surprise into her large gag.
The short haired officer saw how the device worked “Oh I see she’s horizontal now just lower her a little”.

The long haired officer put the stool in front of Emerald“ I put this padded stool hear and undo her gag” the short haired officer sat down and pulled up her skirt showing she was wearing no underwear. Emerald found her face in the officers crotch” How do you like being un-gagged slut you can finally put your mouth to some use”. Emerald tried to pull away “guugh mmmppph” the long haired officer adjusted her restraints “Stop struggling I just need to make this strap tighter on the nose hook and you can’t struggle now! Put your tongue to work slut”. Emerald submitted to her fate and began to work on pleasing her captor. The short haired officer was already enjoying herself “Good girl deeper.”

The long haired officer was more of a sadist. “While you play with her I am going to make sure she’s nice and snug.”  the officer tested the tightness of the restraints before commenting “The lacing on these leg binders could be a bit tighter.” the long haired officer concentrated on making Emeralds restraints hellishly tight while Emerald tried to keep the other officer happy. The officer was far from finished “The straps on this jacket could be a little more snug they are deliberately offset so I can tighten them around the restraint frame.” she made them brutally tight “There isn’t it more cosy for you bitch. Especially the crotch strap”. Emerald continued to use her tong despite the increasing distractions from the other officer. “Did you know that this butt plug can inflate there you should be more accommodating bitch. Aren’t you enjoying your tighter restraints”? Emerald just kept on with her task. “Lets adjust the enema machine I think seven litres should help keep you nice and submissive five times a day three hour retention” Emeralds tight restraints stopped her even squirming. The officer found another way to torment Emerald “Oh look your so ticklish aren’t you lucky that I can torment your feet”. Emerald was going to be spending a long time helping the two officers with there enquires.


HOSPITAL BOARD 3 - edited by john drake - some contributions by Sadarax

  Emerald was barely awake. She felt some sort of chemical taste on her lips and the taste of rubber as well. Her jaw was stretched around a large rubber ball. Her mind felt foggy, she was so tired! She had been sleeping but there was the smell of rubber-a tight fitting rubber hood was pulled over her head, rubber tubes went up her nose and she felt pressure all over her skull. 
  They had layered another hood on top of the rubber hood and laced it tight she had no way to communicate. There was some sort of turbulence. She bounced against the tight rubber straps that held her in place on the plane seat she thought it was a plane. She was on a plane! As she breathed in and out she could hear the dull creak of tightly applied leather fighting her every movement. Her arms were numb folded behind her. She tried to pull on them but they were dead weight under so many layers of restraint. 
  She was quite uncomfortable, there were large plugs front and rear, a tight piece of rubber was plastered over her crotch and an even tighter crotch strap held the plugs deep within her tormenting her. 
  Every tug on the jacket forced the strap to tighten causing the plugs to move. She gargled into her gag and thrashed against her restraints. The straps held her, there was one around her forehead one around her ankles, knees, waist and chest. This was the last thing she wanted. Why couldn’t they let her go, let her go home? She just wanted to go home! 

  Other than being on a plane she was not sure where she was heading, it had been a few hours. The police officers had force fed her something in her feed and she had felt light headed. She remembered sleeping. After that she had woken up on a table no restraints, nothing. For a change she was on a normal hospital bed in a normal looking room. A female doctor, Oriental, quite cute had come in the room she had worn a white jacket and had four nurses in short uniforms behind her. They dressed Emerald for her flight.
  She had been as weak as a baby and could not resist. Her muscles must have been somehow impeded and she was drugged still. The women had giggled as they had dressed her. Ear plugs were pushed gently into place, a large round shiny red ball-gag had been forced between her protesting lips. The nurses and the doctor had been touching and teasing her stroking her and spanking her while she muffled her indignant protests into her large tightly secured gag. They had forced thick rubber mittens over her hands then a tight leather straitjacket had been laced over her body.   
  Two of them held her arms, one of them held her legs or had sat on her legs while two of them pulled the laces on the back of the jacket as tight as possible. They had then pulled Emerald’s arms tightly behind her back, buckling the strap below her breasts after they rolled her over. Then they fitted a large thick black posture collar around her neck stopping her from shaking her head. The nurses had giggled ecstatically as they thoroughly lubricated both her openings and forced a rubber diaper with huge plugs into a snug position before applying them, getting every millimetre of slack out of the crotch strap on the jacket. The last thing Emerald had seen (for four hours, she guessed) was the nurse pulling a tight rubber hood over her head. It was unpleasant as they forced the rubber tubes up her nose. Then to make things just that bit more punitive they laced a full leather discipline hood on top of the rubber one. A very tight rubber transport jacket was pulled over the top of her restraints and buckled tight. She had no way to move her arms now. It was so hot under the layers of restraint and so hard to breathe, fighting the tight rubber for every breath. Emerald was sure that her position couldn’t be made any worse but she was wrong!
  Emerald was pulled of the hospital bed by the nurses and pushed into a modified wheel chair. There were high heeled shoes built into the frame of the wheel chair like someone had bolted a pair of small ballet boots to the chair frame instead of foot rests. Emerald found her feet forced into diabolically tight arches then laced in place. To further restrain her poor body they applied heavy straps at ankle, knee and around her waist making sure that they were very snug. The nurses got a feel as they tightened straps above and below her breasts. Even this was not enough! A strap was run around her forehead-she could not move an inch. 

  Emerald just faintly heard the nurses and the doctor talking. There was much giggling, she could not understand a word. There was more pressure on her cheek she guessed someone kissed her on the right side of the hood then someone kissed her on the left. Then there was a kiss on either side at the same time then finally one of the nurses kissed her on the top of the hood. Emerald felt them starting to wheel her out of the hospital room. There was a bump as they went over the threshold strip that held the carpet in the room down. Then they were on the corridor. They headed past various rooms and Emerald swore she could just hear a pump motor going despite the ear plugs and a woman screaming muffled cries into a gag.   
  They went past another room, there was the sound of a motor going and a thwack as a weight landed on something. A woman was moaning into a gag, maybe it was real maybe she was imagining it. They passed another & there was the thumping and thrashing of someone struggling against some sort of tight restraint. Getting to a lift, the chair stopped. 
  They waited there for a few seconds then Emerald was wheeled into the lift. There was a chime she was sure, then the lift shuddered and started to move. Seven seconds later the lift juddered to a halt and the doors snapped open. Emerald considered it funny how each small sound was suddenly so important to give her an idea of where she was. Pushed out of the lift, she was shoved across a lobby. There was a woman’s voice as she desperately almost hysterically protested against something then the sound of a brief scuffle and screams, the sounds were faint maybe emerald was adding her own story to them, then they were muffled and the woman was gagged in some stringent way. 
  A pair of automatic doors whooshed open then the wheelchair was pushed up a ramp. The nurse grunted as she pushed the chair up the ramp and into a vehicle. There was a click as some part of the frame was securely linked to the back of the wall and the nurse pushed a button. A whirring noise sounded as the ramp was drawn back into the van. Later there was the click of the nurse’s heels then a slamming sound as the rear door to the van was shut. 
  Emerald thought that she heard the click of the nurse’s shoes and a seatbelt then the nurse slammed the side of the van with her open palm, it drove off. Suddenly Emerald felt the nurse’s hand on her leg-she had busy fingers that were exploring Emerald’s restrained body, occasionally tweaking a restraint to make it tighter...
  The nurse’s hands wandered between Emeralds legs, slowly stroking and pushing and massaging her there. There was a fire inside Emerald and the nurse was slowly stoking it. Emerald was embarrassed as she moaned into her gag. The nurse’s hands moved up and she started caressing Emeralds breasts through the tight layers of leather and rubber. The prisoner pulled against her restraints to get away from the unwanted attention but there was no escape. This torment continued for nearly forty five minutes until they stopped at what Emerald assumed was an airport. She could just hear the sound of planes overhead, the sound of a lot of people moving about and rattling of a lot of cases. 
  The nurse opened the back of the van and there was a slamming noise as the door was pushed open and the ramp whirred-down. There was a click and the chair was released. She grabbed Emerald’s chair and slowly wheeled it down the ramp, hit the parking break on the chair then she fiddled with the ramp for a second. There was a whirring as the ramp was drawn back into the van. A slam and a click and the door was locked. 
  The nurse hit the parking brake then started to push the chair there was the whir of the wheels and the click click click of the nurse’s heels as Emerald was pushed onto a ramp then across some sort of floor. They went into a lift a second later and she was pushed up to some sort of check-in place. There was a conversation between the nurse and someone from the airline, Emerald guessed an air hostess or similar.

  The nurse kissed Emerald on her leather covered cheek and she was gone. A new woman checked Emerald over. She tweaked some of the straps tighter then there was a click as a gate swung open. Emerald was pushed along a corridor there was a bump and then another bump. Emerald guessed that they had now wheeled the chair onto a plane. 
  Emerald guessed it was a stewardess that released the straps one by one on the wheel chair. Then they undid the boots that were holding her feet in place. As soon as Emerald was out of the chair she was violently pushed to the floor of the plane. Two air hostesses sat on her while a third checked her restraints. The crotch strap on the jacket was pulled two notches tighter eliciting mute begging from between Emerald’s lips. Slowly the rubber jacket was tightened up. Emerald found it very hard to breathe then the air hostesses set to work on the hood getting the back sections to meet, forcing it tighter around her head, forcing the gag deeper between her lips-it was quite effective at making her even more mute!
  She was pushed into a seat and the plugs were pushed into her body. Straps were applied around her body & around her forehead. Her ankles, knees, waist and chest were similarly bound-the last one was painful, splitting her breasts in half! The air hostess held some sort of cloth over her nose she smelt a strong chemical smell then dosed off...

  Emerald was slowly waking up again she was still in the plane seat. Her stomach was rumbling-she could not remember the last time she had been fed. Also, her guts were protesting-she really wanted out of the dam rubber diaper but she had no way to convey to her current captors her distress. The stewardess must have noticed that Emerald was awake again. Hands found her bare feet and started to tickle she struggled helplessly then the cloth was forced back over her nose more of the strong chemical invaded her lungs and her mind. Slowly Emerald felt her body go limp and her mind go blank.

  Emerald dreamed she was standing naked in a room looking at a full length mirror. Her reflection winked at her and held out a short, leaf-green waist clinching corset. Emerald took it and put it on. It laced itself tightly from just under her hips to just under her boobs. It had third cups that gave some support to her breasts. It got tighter and tighter. She turned around and looked at the back of it in the mirror the laces were completely done up a flap closed over them then clicked shut, locking.
  The woman in the mirror was not wearing the corset. She held-out a hand with a leaf-green stocking. Slowly, Emerald held out her right & leg slowly the silk stocking was pulled up her leg the garter strap clicked onto the waist of the corset locking the stocking in place. After a few seconds, another stocking was offered from the reflection in the mirror, soon it too was locked in place. Emerald admired the effect of the stockings on her legs. The woman in the mirror was still naked. She offered Emerald a pair of shoes they were leaf green and about six inches high no platforms the ankle straps had little locks on them Emerald stepped into the right shoe then the left. The ankle straps clicked shut trapping her feet in the high heels.
  Emerald looked at the naked reflection of herself in the mirror. The reflection blew her a kiss and reached forwards offering her a collar. It was a leaf green posture collar that looked quite tall and quite strong. Emerald hesitated then slowly put the collar on. It laced itself closed then there was a cover that locked in place over the laces. Emerald found it difficult to move her head. The figure in the mirror held out a green elbow length leather glove Emerald could see that there were no spaces for fingers it was just a single mitten on the end she tried to pull away from the mirror but a force pulled her right arm out! The glove was slipped up her arm then a zip was done up at the top she tried to pull the glove off but it held firm. She found her left arm pulled forwards-in a matter of seconds she found her left hand just as useless!
  Emerald tried to pull away from the mirror. She got about two feet then something stopped her she looked back there was a leash from the posture collar leading into the mirror being held by her reflection. Emerald was pulled forwards towards the mirror.   
  A large green ball of rubber with a green strap was offered towards her. Emerald felt her jaw pried open then the ball pushed home. It was buckled behind her head. A green leather Gwen hood was offered she tried to pull away but it was pulled over her head framing her eyes and nose but forcing the gag deeper it was laced shut. A green pair of rubber panties were pulled up her legs and plastered tightly across her crotch.  
  Emerald struggled against her own image in the mirror-it was useless. A very long green leather dress was held out. It would act as a hobble from ankle to waist-very tight! 
  The arms were extra long and ended in straps. There were loops at the sides and front of the dress. It looked like once Emerald was inside it she would have very little choice on what she could move. The dress crept over her body holding her legs tightly together as the back of the garment laced itself shut. Her arms wrapped around her body tightly, the image in the mirror pulled her in and the two of them embraced, the mirror images hands wandering all over Emerald’s body as she softly whimpered into her gag. 

  Emerald woke up again, what was that about. She was still in the plane, it seemed to have landed and the air hostesses were putting her back into her wheelchair lacing her feet into the horribly strict boots. The stewardess noted that she was awake and struggling again so the cloth was pulled over Emerald’s nose. She tried to pull away, to struggle but soon she felt her mind going blank...
  Emerald woke up. She was looking up at a ceiling and she was in a bed. Her mind was adjusting, her body felt sluggish from all the drugging. There was a pounding in the back of her head;
    “Where am I, what’s going on?” Emerald murmured. It was a pleasant surprise not to have her mouth stuffed with a muffling gag or her face hidden under a restrictive hood. She looked around, she appeared to be in some sort of middle of the range hotel there was a TV, chairs, a desk with some sort of computer. She looked at a light fitting it was tasteful. There appeared to be her suitcase in one corner.
  The girl looked over herself-she appeared to be naked. She tried to move her arms to help her get up. She was suddenly back in familiar territory.

  Emerald’s arms were pinned together behind her back in some sort of rubber sleeve that went from her finger tips to just under her armpits. There were about four inches between her elbows and a set of two heavy straps crossing over her shoulders and under her arms just above her breasts. Slowly Emerald squirmed off the bed. She stood in front of the mirror looking for a clue to how to escape. She tried to flex and squirm her way out of this new rubber prison but it was too tight and too solid. If the rubber had been thinner she might have been able to squirm out of it but it stretched an inch then snapped back in place just as solid as before. Emerald sighed in frustration;
    “Please can someone help me?”
  The door to the room opened and a Japanese woman of about five foot three walked into the room. She was wearing a grey business suit, looked at her and started a polite conversation oblivious of Emerald’s restraint or nakedness. 
  Emerald blushed and tried to cover herself up which the arm binder prevented. She smiled pleasantly;
    “You are Emerald, yes?” 
  Emerald was just happy to see someone that spoke English;
    “Thank God someone that can understand me! Please can you get my arms out of this horrible thing? Its too tight!”
  The woman shook her head;
    “I am sorry, I can’t do that we are still evaluating you, we had some very disturbing reports about you and we are going to have to carry out an in-depth assessment before you can be sent home.”
  Emerald looked nervous;
    “What sort of assessment are you going to do to me? Please don’t tie me up any more!” She backed away from the woman who spoke calmly;
    “We are going to carry out a blood test for drugs. That will be done with a blood sample we took while you were asleep. You will also have to answer questions on an automated psychiatric test. Its computerised voice recognition, you just have to answer the program’s questions.” The woman nodded towards the computer on the desk.
  Emerald looked at the computer thoughtfully;
    “Okay, I understand that. When do I start and how long will it last?” 
  The woman thought for a second;
    “It should take about two hours and you will start in a few minutes. I will turn the computer on, load up the program and leave you to it but there is one thing...”   
  Emerald paused nervously;
    “What thing?”
  The woman grabbed Emerald and spun her around;
    “Now just for security purposes I will have to make this a little tighter.” She had something unzipped and was tugging on the laces at the back of the binder. Emerald felt her back click as her arms were drawn further back. “There see, your elbows can meet, a tug on this strap and your wrists are pulled up high in the middle of your back.” 
  Emerald felt her arms pulled up her back and locked into a very secure and painful position. She grunted in pain and whimpered. The Japanese woman patted her on the ass releasing the arm binder;
    “I know it’s uncomfortable but you need to be kept restrained.” 
  Emerald was getting red with embarrassment;
    “Can’t I have some clothes?” The Japanese woman shook her head;
   “You can have clothes if you pass the test, until then its best if you remain naked. If you fail the test I will have to bind you in a most stringent humiliating and extreme manner unlike this relatively tame arm binder. That will mean you cannot hurt yourself or anyone else.” 
  Emerald was nervous that the woman didn’t consider her current predicament stringent enough was worrying. The woman turned on the computer, clicked through some options and a computer program loaded. She sat Emerald down on the seat and put a microphone next to her. Emerald gulped nervously the computer screen said TO START TEST SAY START. 
  The woman patted Emerald on the shoulder and left her to the test. Nervously, Emerald said start. A question came up Word Association-black. Emerald spoke white. The next word was green she said bean. The test continued giving her questions about word associations what pictures matched other pictures and other things it went on for nearly two full hours. When it finished the computer beeped. The Japanese woman came back into the room. She was holding a bag, she pulled some sort of hood out of the bag it consisted of a silver metal mask attached to a leather hood on top of a posture collar the entire thing seemed like a cross between a scolds bridal an extreme posture collar and a full face discipline hood.

  She got a beep from her phone and looked at it. Surprise crossed her face. She turned to Emerald and put the fearsome hood back into the bag;
    “The results of your blood test were clear.” Emerald eyed the bag nervously;    
    “That’s good, thanks what about the automated test?”
  The woman looked at her phone again;
    “The preliminary results of your psychiatric test were positive, apparently I can let you out of your restraint while you are waiting for the final result to be analysed by a doctor.”
  Emerald looked happy, struggling with the binder;
    “Please let me out of this thing.” 
  The Japanese woman continued putting a card on the bed;
    “You can use the hotel spa, it is automated. This is a card valid for one free treatment. Just insert it in the door and chose what you want, if the final analysis is good we will give you your passport and other documents back and you can go home.” 
  Emerald smiled;
    “That’s good-and if I fail the test?” 
  The woman looked serious;
    “If you fail the test one of our leading doctors said she would personally give you a run of a trial therapy program...” Emerald cringed, that sounded ominous!
  The woman seized the arm binder and pulled down, forcing Emerald to bend down. The Japanese woman had her lips locked around Emerald’s, her prisoner didn’t dare resist! She squeezed Emerald on the bottom;
    “Why bother being un-wrapped? I can apply the rest of these nice tight restraints and we can have a little fun, the two of us while we wait for the doctor to give your test results a second screening...” 
  Emerald shook her head;
    “Thank you for the kind suggestion but please just release me.” 
  The Japanese woman quickly spun her around and said;
    “That’s a pity.” In about twenty seconds the arm binder was released. Emerald breathed a sigh of relief-the woman and the restraints were gone! It was the first time in a month or more Emerald’s arms were not tightly restrained in some sadistically cruel fashion, she worked her hands-she could actually move her fingers! She needed a shower and a change of clothes then she would go and see this gadget spa thing...

  Emerald had a long relaxing shower and re-dyed her hair fully green then she approached her case. Her favourite clothes had been regrettably shredded last month so she had a hunt around for a new costume. Lacy green thong, sports bra, green ankle length gym socks, tight green micro mini latex skirt, a tight crop top and the trainers with the inch platform on the heel-she was ready to go!
  There was a hotel maid outside the room, she was expecting Emerald and gave her directions to a section of the hotel in the basement. 
  Emerald was at a door looking at a large monitor on the wall. A huge raft of text in Japanese flowed past her. She shrugged her shoulders, not understanding a word of it. A stylus popped up from the bottom of the machine and a glowing red box appeared on the screen Emerald shrugged her shoulders and signed her name in the box. The door opened to an inner lobby area, it closed behind her... 
  On a screen, a picture appeared of a card being inserted into a slot next to a door. Emerald fumbled for the card and pushed it into the slot. The machine happily swallowed the card.
  The screen showed a number of machines with text in Japanese. Emerald screwed up her face trying to guess what each machine could do. She seemed to be able to pick four of them. She had no clue from the pictures what each did but randomly hit four of them. There was a beep and the door opened. 
  Emerald walked into a sort of locker room. There was a high-tech locker open. The door shut behind her. An image appeared of a woman naked. Emerald shrugged her shoulders so much for clothes! She would enjoy a nice massage or something she was sure. Emerald put her clothes in the locker. As soon as they were inside, the locker shut and locked and the door opened.
  She was a little hesitant, she had just signed a waver in Japanese and was not exactly sure of the healthy benefits of the high tech machines she was about to enjoy until it is was to late to go back. She wanted to go back to her room but there seemed to be no option of retreat.

  Emerald sighed and entered the automated spa. These Japanese they seem to love their gadgets she thought to herself but why did a woman have to be naked to enter the automated area? There was a spar treatment chair, almost a little like a bench and Emerald sat down on it. It started to hum, giving her a relaxing massage. Slowly the chair reconfigured around her moving her body to a specific location. When she was perfectly in place it activated. Emerald squeaked as metallic graspers pulled her buttocks apart and a large greased butt plug pushed into her. It was a split second action! The moment that it was in, it dramatically expanded and the graspers pulled back in. Emerald screamed in indignation and tried to get off the chair only to find she could not pull herself off the horrible plug! She pushed her hands against the chair and pushed, she screamed in pain as the huge plug remained anchored inside her rectum and she in turn was anchored to the table!
  Some sort of voice started in Japanese, probably telling Emerald all the horrible things that the machine that had trapped her was now going to do to her. She sat there and waited as the recording finished then the plug buried in her bottom sprang to life a warm liquid was being pumped into her and struggle as she might she could not escape. 
  The machine started talking again this time not in Japanese but lucky her it was in English;
    "These teas will help to clean out your system of all toxins. Many of them will be sweated out through your skin and the rest will be expelled from your bowels. The multiple enemas will help to regularly wash and clean you, getting every inch of your intestines squeaky clean. We also believe that inflating your belly and intestines is a great way to stretch them and promote good health. Any cramping you feel is just regular exercising of your intestine muscles, to promote even better bodily health. Lastly, science has proven that regular massages help fight cancer." 
  Slowly, Emerald felt her body heating up. There was something in the enema mix that was being absorbed into her body she could feel the discomfort grow, her belly swelled round. A bead of sweat dropped from her forehead...
  She was turning red, her face a flushed and another bead of sweat rolled down her body! What had the machine said about forcing her to sweat out toxins? What was this vile mixture doing to her? 

  Finally, when she was ballooned up to an uncomfortable degree the machine started to pump the warm solution out of her body. Emerald sighed in relief as she was completely emptied. She thought it was over but her body was not released. A motor kicked back into life then more of the warm liquid was pumped into her bowels and alarmingly this time it was far faster Emerald moaned in pain as she watched her belly being inflated. The cramps were agonising and again she tried without any success to pull herself away from the chair. 
  As soon as her belly was nice and full the machine left her to suffer for a few minutes then started to pump her clear but faster. Emerald thought she would be ready for the next increase in the speed of the pump but she was not the warm liquid invaded her bowels at an unprecedented rate the cycle continued leaving her a red sweaty ball of helpless femininity struggling futilely against numerous high volume enemas. 
  The herbal tea solution was being used to help cleanse her body. She received more high volume enemas without being able to stop the machine while she was receiving the treatment. Two large, complex robotic arms began to descend from the ceiling. Emerald was covered in sweat as the robotic arms pulled her right and left arms behind her back. A long, wide bandage soaked in some sort of mud was wrapped around her right arm then her left, leaving them useless. The machine then started to give Emerald a mud wrap. Her arms were wrapped together behind her back very tightly. The machine had filled her to the maximum then it had cut out leaving her with a round cramped belly.  

  Emerald started to cry. It was so unfair! She had been out of her tight bondage for less than twenty minutes, now she was back to square one!
  Her stomach ached and the horrible plug kept her rooted to the spot as the mechanical arms slowly worked over the rest of her body with sticky mud coated bandages. Emerald was tightly cocooned even over her full aching belly. The plug in her bottom finally disengaged from the chair but still remained fully inflated trapping her with the punishingly large enema. The mechanical arms moved to her lips Emerald was gagged with a large compressed ball of herbal materials. Emerald had lost track of time her entire body was being cleaned inside and out over many hours and she couldn’t stop or resist it. 
  She was now tightly cocooned from the tips of her toes to her neck! Not sure how long the machine would keep going, she screamed inside! Four arms descended from the ceiling, they were stretching out a large piece of rubber and she realized that it was a tightly fitting cocoon. 
  The arms lifted her legs up then the cocoon was pulled over them. The chair tilted and she was slowly sliding inside the next layer of her prison. When she was in place the arms disengaged and the rubber snapped into place finally putting her in a very tight rubber cocoon over tight layers of wrap her belly very round. Then a wrap was applied to her head and a rubber hood was pulled over her head to seal that in place.   
  She was lifted up and left hanging from straps built into the cocoon, leaving her hanging for the mud to absorb all the toxins in her body. Finally, after some time, half an hour or forty minutes Emerald slowly got to sleep, her body was exhausted from the ordeal or maybe it was something in the solution inside her or part of the mud wrap. She was not sleeping well but she was sleeping. The machine lurched waking her up from her slumber, she panicked and struggled only to remember where she was. She postulated were they going to finally release her, what was going on? she was just about getting used to her inflated wrapped restrained body when something pressed against her ankles then something else then a third object they felt like rubber cylinders she was pinned by a triangle of rubber. 
  The items moved, they were rollers-quite flexible but still pushing tightly against her. Slowly the rollers moved up her body. They started to massage the cocoon pushing against her muscles her legs squeezing and kneading her flesh. As they travelled over her poor inflated belly Emerald was suddenly thrashing about but unable to do anything about it the sensation was very unpleasant but she could not escape as the rollers continued for ten or twenty minutes as the minutes slowly turned into hours and Emerald’s struggling became more and more feeble. 

  Finally the machine whirred into life above her. The rollers moved away, the cocoon was moved on some sort of track on the ceiling. A door opened and Emerald was taken inside she was laid down on some sort of table more robotic arms slowly peeled the rubber away from her body then the bandages were removed. A warm spray of water was applied to wash the mud of her body and hair. The plug was drained then deflated and removed. 
  Emerald breathed a sigh of relief it was over! The machine had released her from the cocoon and unwrapped her. She started to think she was only experiencing a brief respite. She was free from restraints but she was still inside a locked room naked with a large number of automated robot arms circling her. She became more nervous with each passing second waiting for the door to the room to open or the machine to attempt to repackage her again. 
  She knew what to expect as the robotic arms came to life. So much for freedom! The robotic arms seemed to be carrying large quantities of thick wet seaweed. Was there going to be another sort of treatment? They suddenly had her. They turned her over onto her front and pulled her arms behind her body up tight in a very secure position. The arms wrapped her they tied her arms behind her using this sea weed putting her arms into a painful reverse prayer position she had no hope of escaping on her own.
  An inflatable plug was pushed into her mouth forcing a slow drip of water down her parched throat. Plugs were forced in her urethra, ass, and pussy. Leads lead away from them. Her breasts were individually wrapped in the seaweed strands leaving them in the centre of unbelievably complex knots. The arms then quickly cocooned her and tightly ball-tied her making sure to gag and blindfold her with the seaweed. Then the flow of the familiar herbal tea infusion started to fill her bowels. Her position was far worse this time her doubled up legs pushed tightly against her stomach. Emerald was left between several heating lamps. The massive wraps of seaweed started to dry out and contract, putting her into a more helpless little ball continuing to contract and stiffen. All the while the machine fought to pump more liquid inside her body. The seaweed contracted over two hours, forcing her gradually into a more strained and compressed position, she was almost a featureless green ball with just a few trailing leads and a nose sticking out.

  Emerald felt something touch her, feeling the wrapping around her body. It was not a machines arm she was sure. 
  Emerald heard the click of high heels on the floor. A hand brushed over her head then down and touched her feet where her toes were wrapped up. Emerald was sure it was a woman’s hand on her body even though the restraining wrap. 
  Finally, the woman stroking the bundle of helpless girl started to talk;
    “Poor thing. You failed the test quite badly. On a thought examination of the results now, we have to keep the rest of the world safe from such a dangerous woman so we have to make sure you’re wrapped up properly.” 
  A cloth was forced over her nose. Emerald was in no position to resist but she was held firmly by the unseen woman. The strong chemicals invaded Emerald’s senses and she blacked out again.

  Emerald slowly woke. She had no idea of how much time had passed but her stomach growled. She soon found her body was very uncomfortable bound and she ached all over and was very thoroughly gagged. She was not blindfolded though, she could look around the room and as she got used to the light she began to make out where she was-in a doctor’s office. 
  She was perched on a couch and there was another person in the room. She looked like a Doctor, she was very pretty in an authoritative sort of way, late thirties-oriental.  
  She wore a white coat & from beneath it peaked black stockings and red nose-bleed heels. They were strappy stilettos, five inches high, sticking out from under the coat. It was a clue to Emerald the type of person she was dealing with Emerald was certain she would remain bound stringently on some flimsy excuse.
    “Welcome Emerald to this venerable institution.” Emerald tried to answer but was too tightly gagged. The woman continued; “I am Dr Sun.” She got up and stroked Emerald, “Poor thing I am sorry I have to put you in this tight discipline hood laced mercilessly shut,” the woman held up an intimidating mass of black leather and advanced on Emerald, “...but the rules have to be obeyed and by the way, I make the rules.”
  Without any struggling in under two minutes Emerald was mercilessly hooded. The woman Dr Sun sat back down at her desk, took a sip of tea and addressed Emerald;     
    “Welcome to my institution. I am sure that we will get to know each other well. Now, you have misbehaved which is why you are here in your current attire. I am sure that you find the tight leather discipline helmet uncomfortable and disorientating. If you comply with the nurses completely then with a day of good behaviour we will remove it. Another day of good behaviour and we will remove that harsh posture collar it must be quite uncomfortable. We will also change your straitjacket from that strict leather reverse prayer model your wearing with the tight waist clincher to a conventional canvas jacket-it must be quite uncomfortable to be bound up like that. Another day of good behaviour and we will release the ankle cuffs and the 3 and ¾ inch punishment ball gag dislocating your jaw. In a short time you will be able to eat like a normal person rather than being force fed. Another day of good behaviour and we will remove the disciple rubber diaper and the rather large plug, wont it be good to be treated like a normal person?”
  Emerald nodded emphatically! She was sure that they were giving her hope just to snatch it away form her but any delusion was better than no hope of escape. 

  The doctor continued;
    “Of course, the slightest hesitation, resistance or sass and you go back to square one, understood?” Emerald nodded again-the other side of the doctor was becoming clear. “I have a special leather reverse prayer stove pipe corset built for you, if you resist, in you go and I lace you in with steel cable and you won’t be coming out!”   
  Emerald shuddered at the thought of being almost permanently sealed inside such a punishing and restrictive garment! The doctor continued to speak, a certain excitement had crept into her voice;
    “It comes with a thick discipline hood and a ring gag that will almost break your jaw, you cross me or my staff and you become my sex toy-understand?” 
  Wordlessly Emerald nodded, she could almost guarantee that some incident, some excuse would be concocted to put her into that garment. The doctor wanted to play games with her, let her stew over three days, offer her some false hope.

  Emerald behaved as best she could, responding as quickly as she could to any command. She was a model patient, rather than the usual position of being a helpless immobilised object. 
  Slowly she was released from her harsh restraints and bit by bit real hope was kindled. Slowly days passed, mostly spent harshly-restrained, unquestioningly obeying nurses, her restraints slowly getting better-more normal less punitive. She was getting used to a routine of obeying the doctor. 
  Dr Sun was always touchy feely with her helpless patients, especially Emerald who had learned long ago not to resist despite the doctor’s thought and intimate examinations.
  After three days they were talking about a release date for Emerald, for sending her home. She genuinely believed that she had a chance to escape! Then it happened. It was one simple mistake, now she was doomed. She had got her footing wrong and stumbled. Somehow she had knocked into the back of one of the orderlies. The Orderly had fallen forwards and landed in a patient’s breakfast! 
  The woman rose up from the table, porridge smeared over her face and orange juice splashed all over her clothes. Her eyes were murderous! Emerald dropped to the floor and started to cry-her last hope of freedom gone. 
  Dr Sun was close by. She came over;
    “So close but now your mine pet, assaulting a member of my staff, one day before we were due to release you!” Dr Sun produced a cloth. Emerald tried to beg;
    “But it was an accident! No! Not the gag please mmmmmpphh!” Emerald struggled as the doctor put the sedative over her face. She inhaled enough of the drug to be subdued but not to pass out she was dragged into a room by the doctor and a few members of staff. They were grinning in glee as they anticipated what was to come.
  They stripped her of all restraints and everything else. Emerald she was to be put in a Venus corset it would be so tight they might as well amputate both her arms. The doctor had her injected with a muscle relaxant it would ensure that she was nice and compliant as they strapped the spring steel stayed green monstrosity over her voluptuous body and tightly folded arms. 
  She lay there like a doll being put into a nice new dress unable to do anything other than stare though big, round, frightened eyes. The corset crushed her waist completely leaving her panting for every shallow breath. It gave her unnatural curves and completely erased her arms they were folded tightly behind her back. If you spent a few minutes looking, you could see a vague outline of Emerald’s arms with the thickness of the restraint and its tightness especially the steel cable holding it shut. She was never going to escape. 
  The Doctor enjoyed the look of horror in Emerald’s eyes as she brought the tight green leather hood over her head. Emerald could not resist as the rubber coated ring gag settled tightly behind her teeth distending her jaw. The hood was laced shut with thinner steel cable the ends cut and clamped. Emerald was dressed in green suspenders and green knee length heelless ballet boots that were impossible to walk in. Emerald was put on a stretcher and carried onto a room she was put on something that felt like a large bed. 
  The nurses had a Y shaped board it was oak with black padding and green straps. Emerald was frog tied in place her legs spread open, straps above her knee’s, below her thighs, at waist and above and below her breasts. Further straps were applied holding her head down to the board. The doctor shooed her staff away then stripped down to a red corset and heels soon Emerald found herself servicing her new mistress. The doctor keeping her as a pet with many hours a day spent in a tight 69 position. 



